Self-adhesive products for the building envelope:

AIR– AND
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Industrial expertise: From many years of experience we know how important it is to have a competent contact person, somebody you can permanently work with in a long-term relationship based on trust. Therefore, at Astorplast, qualified specialists
in all the main business segments offer support in word and deed: experts on air- and windtightness, heating and ventilation,
as well as profile technology. Talk to us – together we will develop the right product for your application and industry.
Down-to-earth attitude – for Astorplast this is the ideal basis for passionately developing new products. We have been
producing technical, pressure-sensitive adhesive tapes for over 50 years – exclusively at our headquarters in the Swabian town
of Alfdorf. And the centre of focus has always been: You and your specific requirements as a customer. Our extensive palette
of standard products and broad range of adhesives, liners and carrier materials serve as the basis for your individual product
solution.
We look forward to hearing from you!

Passion
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Your tape,
Our path
You define the pathway to your perfect Astorplast adhesive tape: You define your individual requirements –
We cater to your needs and desires in all project phases, from the initial consultation until delivery of the finished product.
Our word is our bond. We look forward to your challenge.

1

Requirement

4

Liner

In discussions with our technical application
consultants we jointly define the specifications
of the adhesive tape.

Carrier material and adhesive
are provided with the required
liner.

5

Private label

2

Adhesive system The appropriate adhesive

results from the specification.

The appropriate carrier material

3

Individual design, e.g.
with your logo or brand
name.

Adhesive carrier is determined from an extensive
range of options.

6

Delivery form

Fabricated according to
specifications and customising process.

Your tape
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PRODUCT OVERVIEW
AIR- AND WINDTIGHT CONSTRUCTION

ASTORSEAL F
adhesive Foil tape

ASTORSEAL P
Kraft paper
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Single-sided self-adhesive tape with
flexible film. Reinforced with a polyester
scrim. For all sorts of penetrations.

Single-sided self-adhesive tape with
a robust, water-repellent kraft paper
carrier. Ideal for long overlaps.

MEMBRANES
Vapour barrier, vapour seal, smooth to slightly rough PE / PP / PA / PO
membranes, kraft paper, aluminium
Above-rafter insulation, vapour barriers and vapour seals,
smooth to slightly rough PE / PP / PA / PO membranes

³

Sub-roof membranes, underlay, roofing membranes
Façade membranes

SUBSTRATES
Wood
Hard wood-based materials
Soft fibreboards

¹

Gypsum fibreboards
Gypsum plasterboards
Cement fibreboards
Concrete, masonry, plaster

¹, ²

Bitumen, base joints

¹, ²

Perimeter insulation

¹, ²

Metal
Hard plastic
Electric cable

1 With adhesion primer
2 From 100 mm tape width
3 Max. exposure to weathering 3 months (Central European climate)
These products only exhibit their key characteristics when they have been installed.
Therefore we can only vouch for the quality of our products if our processing instructions have been observed.

¹

Product Overview
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ASTORSEAL M
multifunction tape

ASTORSEAL T
Spunbond

ASTORSEAL U
UNDERLAY

NDB 600 / 1000
Nail seal
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Single-sided self-adhesive tape with a
special adhesive formula and UV-proof
and weather-proof film.

Single-sided, self-adhesive tape made
from stretch and tear-resistant Tyvek®
Spunbond with high adhesive coating
for indoor and outdoor use.

Single-sided, self-adhesive tape on
the basis of a roofing membrane.

Single-sided, self-adhesive tape, soft PE
foam for use as nail sealing tape in accordance with the ZVDH. Also available
as a double-sided self adhesive tape.

³
³
³

¹, ²

¹, ²
¹, ²
¹, ²

¹, ²

¹, ²

¹, ²

PROVEN PERFORMANCE:
AS SAFE AS ASTORSEAL

LOW-EMISSION
ASTORSEAL products are not only solvent-free, but also especially low in emissions.
Ideal for use in living spaces. Many products even fulfil the stringent Emicode tests
and have been proved to meet the EC1Plus standard (tested by the independent
Eurofins Test Institute)
You can find further information on the EC1Plus standard at www.emicode.com
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Performance
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THINGS THAT START WELL DO NOT ALWAYS END WELL. MANY SELF-ADHESIVE
TAPES GRADUALLY LOSE THEIR ADHESIVE STRENGTH OVER THE YEARS:
OUR ASTORSEAL PRODUCTS HAVE BEEN SPECIALLY DEVELOPED FOR THE
AIRTIGHT BONDING OF THE BUILDING ENVELOPE.
THEY HAVE BEEN OPTIMISED FOR USE OVER THE COURSE OF MANY DECADES
AND HAVE BEEN DOUBLY TESTED AS TO PERFORMANCE BY THE INDEPENDENT
EXPERTS OF THE UNIVERSITY OF KASSEL AND ASTORPLAST’S IN-HOUSE
QUALITY AND DEVELOPMENT LABORATORY. PLAY IT AS SAFE AS HOUSES –
AS SAFE AS ASTORSEAL.

ADHESIVE STRENGTH
Astorplast relies on cutting edge
measurement technology and the latest
scientific findings when testing adhesive
strength. In collaboration with leading
test laboratories, we develop reliable
test procedures in order to be able to
guarantee you high, long-term
performance. We can thus ensure very
high initial tack and final adhesion.

AGEING RESISTANCE
Ageing gracefully at full performance:
That goes for all Astorplast self-adhesive
tapes. In collaboration with the University
of Kassel, we expose our products to a
scientific, artificial ageing method and
can draw the best possible conclusions
as to how the material composition will
behave in 5, 10 or 20 years’ time. These
findings are automatically channelled into
the continual product development and
optimisation process.

WIND- AND WEATHER-RESISTANCE
Whether in the wet Amazon, icy Siberia or
Qatar’s desert, Astorplast’s self-adhesive
tapes can withstand even the most extreme weather conditions. With a processing
temperature from – 10°C, our products
can be used on the building site without
difficulty even on cold winter days.
In their processed state we guarantee
their constantly high performance
from – 40°C to +100°C.

Even amongst proven experts, the ‘Finger Tack’ test is a fast and popular, would-be test to assess
a tape’s adhesive strength. Unfortunately, this is a popular error, for nothing is easier to manipulate
than the perceived feeling of a material on the skin, which varies in the case of each person.

ASTORSEAL F
ADHESIVE FOIL TAPE
ASTORSEAL F IS A SINGLE-SIDED ADHESIVE TAPE WITH A FLEXIBLE CARRIER FILM.
REINFORCED WITH A POLYESTER SCRIM, IT IS THE IDEAL SOLUTION FOR THE
PERMANENT AIRTIGHT MOUNTING OF ROUND PENETRATIONS.
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APPLICATION

The flexible foil is ideal for the airtight mounting of penetrations. Bonding is achieved by applying the foil around the building component like scales, one half on the
component and one half on the vapour barrier. In the case of OSB board joints we
recommend pressing on firmly with a hard rubber roller as well.

PRODUCT BENEFITS
AND CHARACTERISTICS

• adhesive highly resistant to ageing
• state-of-the-art, airtight, DIN-compliant attachment
• extreme adhesive strength thanks to special high-performance adhesive
• flexible LDPE foil
• the carrier adapts perfectly to the components
• stable polyester scrim
• slightly flexible, thus durably airtight even in the case of structural movements
• optionally with slotted or perforated release paper
• with slotted anti-adhesive paper ideally suited for corners and edges
• individual lengths and widths
• perfect customisation possibilities through the private label system

ASTORSEAL F ADHESIVE FILM TAPE
TECHNICAL DATA

Adhesive

modified acrylate dispersion, solvent-free.

Adhesive coating

210 g

Adhesive carrier

LDPE film green

Processing temperature

from 5°C

Temperature resistance

– 40°C to 100°C

Standard dimensions

60 mm x 25 m

ASTORSEAL P
KRAFT PAPER

Products
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ASTORSEAL P IS A SINGLE-SIDED ADHESIVE TAPE WITH A STIFF, ROBUST KRAFT PAPER
CARRIER. IT IS THUS EXCELLENT FOR THE AIRTIGHT BONDING OF OVERLAPS.
IN ADDITION, IT CAN BE TORN BY HAND.
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APPLICATION

The robust kraft paper carrier is ideal for the airtight bonding of overlaps and OSB
board joints. The adhesive tape is applied in the centre of the overlap and bonded
wrinkle-free. In the case of OSB board joints we recommend pressing on firmly with
a hard rubber roller as well.

PRODUCT BENEFITS
AND CHARACTERISTICS

• adhesive highly resistant to ageing
• state-of-the-art, airtight, DIN-compliant attachment
• extreme adhesive strength thanks to special high-performance adhesive
• robust kraft paper carrier
• can be torn by hand
• available as a plaster, e.g. for cellulose injection holes
• individual lengths and widths
• optionally with slotted or perforated release paper
• perfect customisation possibilities through the private label system
• with slotted anti-adhesive paper ideally suited for corners and edges

ASTORSEAL P KRAFT PAPER
TECHNICAL DATA

Adhesive

modified acrylate dispersion, solvent-free

Adhesive coating

210 g

Adhesive carrier

Kraft paper with PE protective coating

Processing temperature

from 5°C

Temperature resistance

– 40°C to 100°C

Standard dimensions

60 mm x 40 m

ASTORSEAL M
MULTIFUNKTIONSBAND
ASTORSEAL M IS A SINGLE-SIDED ADHESIVE TAPE FOR INDOOR AND OUTDOOR USE.
IT IS CHARACTERISED BY ITS UV RESISTANCE AND WEATHER RESISTANCE.
IT IS STANDARDLY AVAILABLE IN WHITE AND BLACK. WE WILL BE HAPPY TO TAKE
YOUR INDIVIDUAL CHOICE OF COLOUR INTO ACCOUNT.
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PROCESSING
FROM – 10° C

FOR
LIVING AREAS

SOLVENT
FREE

APPLICATION

Both indoors and out, the adhesive tape is always applied in the centre of the
overlaps and bonded wrinkle-free. Ideal for all kinds of penetrations. ASTORSEAL M
can be exposed to the elements for up to 12 months. The roof inclination should be
at least > 10°.

PRODUCT BENEFITS
AND CHARACTERISTICS

• adhesive highly resistant to ageing
• extremely high UV resistance and weather resistance thanks to its special foil
• bond can be exposed to the elements for up to twelve months
(Central European climate)
• very flexible in the transverse direction thanks to its innovative carrier material
• highly moisture-resistant adhesive
• optionally with slotted or perforated release paper
• standard colours: black and white
• individual lengths and widths
• extremely high initial tack and final adhesion
• perfect customisation possibilities through the private label system

ASTORSEAL M MULTIFUNCTION TAPE
TECHNICAL DATA

Adhesive

modified acrylate dispersion, solvent-free

Adhesive coating

230 g

Adhesive carrier

UV-stabilised special foil

Processing temperature

from – 10°C

Temperature resistance

– 40°C to 100°C

Standard dimensions

60 mm x 25 m

Products
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ASTORSEAL T
SPUNBOND
ASTORSEAL T is a Tyvek® spunbond and is ideal for bonding Tyvek® membrane
underlays and vapour barriers and is suitable for indoor and outdoor use. The high
adhesive coating gives you the necessary reliability for durable air- and windtight
bonding.

APPLICATION

TECHNICAL DATA

Adhesive

modified acrylate dispersion, solvent-free

Adhesive coating

210 g

Adhesive carrier

Spunbond

Processing temperature

from – 10°C

Temperature resistance

– 40°C to 100°C

Standard dimensions

60 mm x 50 m

ASTORSEAL U
UNDERLAY
ASTORSEAL U is our special adhesive tape on the basis of a roofing membrane. Ideal
for bonding overlaps and repairing damage. Naturally, we can also customise and
coat your underlays individually.

APPLICATION

TECHNICAL DATA

Adhesive

modified acrylate dispersion, solvent-free

Adhesive coating

230 g

Adhesive carrier

Underlay

Processing temperature

from – 10°C

Temperature resistance

– 40°C to 100°C

Standard dimensions

60 mm x 25 m

NDB 600 / 1000
NAIL SEAL
NDB 600 is a single-sided adhesive, soft PE foam for the durable, rain-proof sealing
of nail and screw penetrations in breathable underlays and roofing membranes.
In compliance with ZVDH regulations. Also available as a double-sided adhesive tape
(NDB 1000).

APPLICATION

TECHNICAL DATA

Adhesive

Synthetic rubber

Adhesive carrier

PE foam

Processing temperature

from – 10°C

Temperature resistance

– 40°C to 100°C

Standard dimensions

50 mm x 3 mm x 30 m

ASTORPLAST
PRIVATE LABEL SYSTEM
YOUR BRAND STANDS FOR QUALITY AND INNOVATION – SO SHOW IT! USE OUR
PRIVATE LABEL SYSTEM TO PERFECTLY TAILOR EACH ASTORPLAST PRODUCT
TO THE NEEDS OF YOUR PRODUCT LINE.

Would you like to launch your own air- and windtight

You determine the product name, design elements and

bonding system onto the market? This is no problem

logos. You define the desired dimensions and determine

with Astorplast! In close coordination with your project-

the packaging unit. Astorplast meets your needs in all

manager, our specialists will develop a customised

phases of the project and produces a product of premium

product range to your corporate design.

quality. Your Tape. Our Passion.

Four steps towards your own adhesive tape: You determine the product name, logo, dimensions and packing unit.

4

3
2
1

1

Printing
The core is printed to your
design.

2

Dimensions
Individual lengths and widths
according to your specifications.

3

Tape design
Design the tape to meet your
requirements. Printing is
executed in your corporate
design.

4

Packaging
Individual packaging units
possible – with a design according to your specification.

CERTIFIED
QUALITY MANAGEMENT

Services
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WITH ASTORPLAST YOUR PROJECT IS IN GOOD HANDS: OUR DEVELOPMENT MANAGER,
DR. KUGLER AND HIS TEAM OF QUALIFIED EXPERTS FOR PRODUCT SAFETY AND QUALITY
MANAGEMENT GUARANTEE THAT THE HIGHEST PRODUCT STANDARDS ARE MET.

Astorplast guarantees the safety, functionality and high

Our unique performance test is yet another of our outstan-

performance of all its products. Our adhesive products and

ding features. With this you can quickly benefit from the

formulations are subject to constant quality controls, both in

high standards of our adhesive products on your in-house

our own laboratories and in external testing institutes. In this

substrates. Our staff would be pleased to inform you of

regard, we are always oriented to the currently applicable

the possibilities. The sealing of airtight building envelopes

DIN standards and the latest findings from research and

allows for no compromises, so put your trust in our own high

practice.

standards.

Experience and expertise
Dr. Kugler, Head of Development
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